This paper describes the procedure to estimate the parameters in mean reversion processes with functional tendency defined by a periodic continuous deterministic function, expressed as a series of truncated Fourier. Two phases of estimation are defined, in the first phase through Gaussian techniques using the Euler-Maruyama discretization, we obtain the maximum likelihood function, that will allow us to find estimators of the external parameters and an estimation of the expected value of the process. In the second phase, a reestimate of the periodic functional tendency with it's parameters of phase and amplitude is carried out, this will allow, improve the initial estimation. Some experimental result using simulated data sets are graphically illustrated.
Introduction
Stochastic models have applications in many disciplines including engineering, economics and finance, physics, biology and medicine, allowing to identify the dynamics of natural phenomena, physical phenomena, asset prices and population growth, among others. Particularly, the mean reversion processes occupy an important place within the stochastic models, whose application stands out in fields such as the energy markets [1] , commodity prices, bonds and interest rates (See, e.g., [2] and references therein.).
The mean reversion processes tend to grow (decrease) after reaching a minimum (maximum) [3] , therefore, they oscillate around some level of equilibrium. Thus, when the stochastic term adds volatility to the process causing it to move away from the equilibrium level, the deterministic term that acts as a trend will allow the process to return to that equilibrium level [1] .
Although the trend term can be defined from a constant parameter [4] , is more useful to define the trend as a deterministic function or as another stochastic process [5] . In this sense, the deterministic function allows to identify the essence of the trend of the process, tendency that is generally unknown and that in a great part of the processes follows a periodic or almost periodic dynamics or that is affected by cycles. This models have been studied particularly in the field of finance to describe the dynamics of commodities and underlying assets in derivatives. Thus, the model proposed by [1] is used to capture the dynamics of the price of electric energy, while [6] for their part, model the temperature through a stochastic differential equation with functional tendency to find a price model of a derivative on climate.
The approaches used for the specification of stochastic models of mean reversion processes are based on the a priori knowledge of the process or on statistical methods that allow the parametric representation of such process based on the available historical information. Since the model specification is made in continuous time and the process trajectories are defined in discrete time, a discretization of the model is necessary, for which the Euler-Maruyama scheme is usually used. From this scheme, a stochastic model in discrete time is obtained, and on this are realized statistical inferences such as the estimation of parameters.
There are different procedures for the estimation of parameters such as distributional moments, Kernel method, and ordinary least squares and maximum likelihood as discussed in [4, 2] . In particular, this last method has received considerable attention during the last decades, since researchers in empirical finance have used these models in applications of importance to the financial industry [7] , where stand out researches made by [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Thus, this method is based on the construction of a likelihood function derived from the transition probability density of discretely sampled data, then closedform sequences are used to approximate the transition density which is equivalent to an approximation to the likelihood function. Within the approximation mechanisms, exist those based on Hermite polynomial expansions [13] , while the others are based on the saddlepoint approximation [14, 15] .
The objective of this paper is to estimate the parameters of one-factor mean reversion stochastic models where the functional trend follows a periodic behavior defined by a series of truncated Fourier, for it, the estimation of maximum likelihood is used from the discretization of the model. In this sense, both the periodic trend function and the parameters are estimated. To estimate the trend function in a first moment, smoothing techniques and numerical derivatives are used, while in the second moment the Fourier analysis is executed, in particular the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) which gives a functional representation of the trend. The parameters are estimated in two moments using the maximum likelihood technique from the properties of the discretized error normality.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we show the Fourier analysis that serves as the basis for the representation of the periodic functional trend. A detailed description of the mean reversion processes with periodic functional trend is shown in section 3. Section 4 develops the proposed model by describing the two estimation phases for the parameters and the periodic functional trend. In section 5 we show some numerical examples of the estimation for the one particular case, other numerical examples are show in the appendix. Finally the conclusions are exhibit in section 6.
Fourier Analysis
A signal is a representation of the information, whose manipulation is an important activity in the field of science and engineering, since it can be easily treated if is represented as a linear combination of simple and mathematically well defined signals [16] . It is at this point where the Fourier theory is important.
Since the work titled Theorie Analytique de la Chaleur, Fourier has set a precedent in the mathematical field, given that the series and the transformations that bear his name, have contributed in the theory of the partial differential equations, the harmonic analysis, the theory of the representation, the theory of the numbers and the geometry [17] , with important implications in the field applied in particular signal processing [18] . In this context, the Fourier's great contribution was to show that (at least mathematically) any phenomenon defined by a restricted motion (periodic) could be expressed as the combined output of a number of sinusoidal generators [19] .
The Fourier series is the representation in the frequency domain of a continuous time periodic signal in terms of an infinite set of harmlessly related sinusoids [16] . According to [18] the conditions under which a periodic signal s(t) can be expanded in a Fourier series are known as the Dirichet conditions, in this sense in each period, s(t) must have a finite number of discontinuities, a finite number of maxims and minims, and that s(t) satisfies the absolute convergence criterion defined by
|s(t)| dt < ∞. Thus, if at a continuous time the signal s(t) is periodic with a period T the complex representation of the Fourier series of s(t) is given by,
With w 0 = 2π T and where a n are the complex Fourier coefficients given by,
For each value of t where s(t) is continuous, the right side of (1) converges to s(t). The complex representation of the Fourier series in (1), can be manipulated to obtain a trigonometric expression that contains the terms sin(w 0 t) and cos(w 0 t), thus, the trigonometric form of the Fourier series for a signal s(t) is given by,
Where, w 0 = 2π T , b n and c n are Fourier coefficients such that,
According to [18] the Fourier series is a classical Fourier method in which, the analysis is performed in continuous time, that is, s(t) is defined for all values of t in the continuum −∞ < t < ∞. More recent developments include the so-called Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), which are extensions of Fourier concepts that apply to discrete-time signals, with the particularity that such signal is defined only for values of n where n is an integer in the range −∞ < n < ∞.
In this sense, the Fourier transform in its discrete version is appropriate for the harmonic analysis of discrete data such as those obtained from experimental measurements or by sampling a function in a finite set of points [20] . Thus, the DFT of a signal is an alternative representation of the data in the signal, therefore, while a signal lives in the time domain, its Fourier representation lives in the domain of the frequency [19] . According to [21] , in practical terms we have an infinite vector of samples s = (s 0 , · · ·, s N −1 ) for a signal s(t), where s n = s(n∆), then the sum of Fourier of this vector evaluated in the pulses w k = 2kπ N corresponds to the Discrete Fourier Transform. In this sense, the DFT of s = (s 0 , · · ·, s N −1 ), is the vector S = (S 0 , · · ·, S N −1 ), where,
Regardless of whether S n has a finite length or a periodic sequence, the DFT treats the N samples of s n as though they are one period of a periodic sequence [18] , therefore the processing of the signal made with the DFT will inherit the consequences of this assumed periodicity. Note that the DFT is an approximation to the Fourier transform whose quality depends on the parameters N and ∆.
In this order, following [19] with the DFT, we obtain the decomposition of a finitelength signal s(t) into a set of N sinusoidal components, where the magnitude and initial phase of each oscillator are given by the coefficients S k . Thus, the DFT takes a series of N complex sinusoidal generators, sets the frequency of the k-th generator to 2πk N , sets the amplitude of the k-th generator to |S k |, that is, the magnitude of the k-th coefficient DFT, sets the phase of the k-th generator to ∡S k i.e. the phase of the k-th coefficient DFT, and finally starts the generators at the same time and adds their outputs.
Mean Reversion Processes with Periodic Functional Tendency
Mean reversion processes with periodic functional tendency can be written as a linear stochastic differential equation of form,
With the initial condition X 0 = x, where α > 0, σ > 0, γ = 0,
, 1 are constants, µ(t) is a continuous deterministic function of values in R defined by the series of Fourier µ(t) = n k=0 a k cos(2πtk + φ k ) with n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, and {B t } t≥0 is a One-dimensional Standard Brownian Motion defined in a probability space (Ω, F , P). Appendix A.1 shows that the Lipschitz and growth conditions are satisfied for both cases γ = 0 and γ = 1,
the procedure is similar.
The parameter α is defined as the rate of reversion, while µ(t) is the mean reversion level, σ is the parameter associated with volatility and γ determines the sensitivity of the variance to the level of X t . It should be noted that when γ = 0 this says that the process of mean reversion with functional tendency has additive noise, when γ = 1 the process has proportional noise and when γ = 1 2 a non-linear stochastic equation is obtained.
The model (3) is a generalization of the CKLS model, proposed by [22] , so the mean reversion level is a deterministic function that captures the trend of process. µ(t) is constituted as an attractor at each point t in the sense that, when X t > µ(t) the trend term α(µ(t) − X t ) < 0 and therefore X t decreases, in the case in which X t < µ(t) it means that X t grows.
Equation (3) can be written in its integral form as,
Taking the expected value,
)ds, and thus we obtain the differential equation,
The solution of this equation is, m(t) = m(0)e −αt + αe
The Figure 1 shows the dynamic behavior of µ(t), m(t) and one path of X t for specific values of the parameters which are observed in Table 1 . This figure shows how the expected value of the process is close to the trend level µ(t), for ∆t = 1 250 and a total of 4000 observations. The internal input parameters are randomly defined up to a k = 20. The amplitude parameters (with the exception of a 0 ) were chosen randomly for a range between 0.006 and 0.22, the k indicator was randomly chosen between 0 and 20 and the phase angle φ k was chosen randomly between -2.9 and 2.9. 
Figure 1: Dynamic behavior of X(t), µ(t) and m(t)
The parameters with which X(t) and µ(t) are calculated are defined in Table 1 , m(t) is the expected value of X(t). With ∆t = 1 250 and a total of 4000 observations.
Gaussian Estimation Method 4.1 First Phase of Estimation
According to the methodology used in [2] and [4] , is possible to obtain closed formulas for the parameter estimators from the discrete observations of a path of process. Consider the differential equation (3) with X 0 = x as the initial value, α(µ(t) − X t ) as the trend function, σX γ t as the diffusion function and Θ = [α, γ, σ] as a unknown parameter vector, where the conditions of existence and uniqueness are guaranteed (see appendix A.1), thus the solution of X t exists and µ(t) can be defined in the form,
Replacing in (3),
Using the numerical scheme of Euler-Maruyama to equation (8) and defining a new
Since the variable Y t depends on the observations of X t , the unobserved variable m(t) and its derivative . m (t), is necessary to estimate the expected value m(t) from the observations of the process, considering that the path of the sample summarizes all the information that is known of that process. Thus, the estimate of m(t) can be obtained using different smoothing techniques which may include filters and other smoothing as moving averages, as described in [4] . Figure 2 shows the dynamics of m(t) and the dynamics of the Hodrick-Prescott filter (HP), a moving average (MA) and an exponential smoothing (ES) applied on X(t). Once the estimate of m(t) is obtained from the observations of X t , we proceed to obtain . m (t), using numerical derivation techniques following Taylor's theorem, such as the three-point rule, or the five-point rule.
Given the estimation of m(t) and . m (t), we can construct one realization of Y t and proceed to define its normal density function,
Where the joint density function is given by,
And the maximum likelihood function results in,
In this sense the problem of maximizing the likelihood function is given by,
Assuming γ as known the estimation for α and σ is given by,
In this sense, consideringα and (7), a first estimate of µ(t) can be obtained.
Second Phase of Estimation
Onceμ(t) is found, an estimate of µ(t) that is more precise can be obtained. To do this, we proceed to approximateμ(t) through the Fourier analysis, so we take the observations ofμ(t) to obtainμ(t).
In this sense, as defined in section 2, by having a sample vectorμ = (μ 0 , · · ·,μ N −1 ) for a signalμ(t), whereμ n =μ(n∆), is possible to obtain a vector of complex numbers M = (M 0 , · · ·,M N −1 ) through the DFT, where,
This equation indicates that the DFT is a function of the discrete variable k. In general the values given by the DFT are complex, thereforeM k can be expressed in rectangular form as shown in [23] , such that,
Where R k corresponds to the real part ofM k , while I k corresponds to the imaginary part ofM k . Thus, using Euler's formula, the equation (9) becomes,
Since the discrete Fourier coefficients are cyclic with period N, developing the complex exponential of (9) and regrouping terms can represent this expression in its first trigonometric form, such that,μ
Where L = for N odd. Then,
With 1 and 1 N as the normalization factors that multiply to the DFT and its inverse respectively.
Under this context, the Fourier analysis is used to obtain a realization ofμ(t) which is equivalent to obtainingμ(t). Thus, from the Fourier analysis the parameters a k and φ k are obtained, which allow to represent the trend level µ(t) with the smallest error. Once the best estimate of µ(t) is found, i.e.μ(t), we proceed to re-estimate the parameters α and σ applying a mechanism similar to that used to obtain its first estimate in the section (4.1), defining a new variable,
Then the re-estimation of α and σ is given by,
Results of Estimation
The objective of this section is to show the performance of the first and second estimation phase defined in the previous section. To achieve this, we will simulate paths of a process defined by equation (3), with a known parameter vector Θ = [α, γ, σ] and a deterministic function µ(t), then we make the estimates with the established procedure, to see if these estimates are closer to the real parameters. The level of trend µ(t) is simulated assuming a sinusoidal sum with 10 cosines where the parameters of amplitude, phase angle and indicator are chosen randomly for specific ranges, and with a parameter vector Θ known as shown in the Table 1 , each path was generated for a total of 4000 observations with ∆t = 1 250
.
In this sense, from 1000 different simulations we proceed to make the estimates, thus, the expected valuem(t) for each path is approximated by the Hodrick-Prescott filter with a smoothing parameter λ = 40000, while. m(t) is obtained through of a three-point numerical derivation rule. Once we havem(t) and. m(t) the first estimation phase is executed, resulting inα,σ andμ(t). Subsequently, the Fourier analysis is executed taking as signal the first estimate of µ(t), which results inμ(t), for this case the DFT is used assuming a sinusoidal sum with a total of 10 cosines, such that an expression as in (10) is obtained with a total of 10 amplitude parameters (â k ), 10 phase angles (φ k ) and 10 indicators (k). This sinusoidal sum is chosen because with a number of 10 cosines the Fourier analysis captures sufficient information, thus, Table 2 shows the RMS ofμ(t) with L sinusoidal sums, with respect toμ(t) with L-1 sinusoidal sums, calculated from the average for each point in time of the paths ofμ(t) for each sinusoidal sum with 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 cosines. In this way, the RMS is reduced when more cosines are added, however, from 10 cosines onwards the RMS is not statistically different. 
2 n whereμ(t) 6 is the average for each point in time of the paths of µ(t) with 6 cosines in the sinusoidal sum.
In Table 3 we present the basic statistics (mean, median, mode and standard deviation) for the estimates obtained in the first and second phase, of external parameters α and σ. The results for α indicate that the average re-estimate is closer to the real value compared to the first estimate, in addition, the dispersion of the re-estimate is much lower than the estimate. Similar results are found for σ, where the re-estimation shows a better performance. Results obtained for 1000 simulations with 4000 observations for path, with α = 20, σ = 1.1 and γ = 0.
Under the context of the second estimation phase, the Fourier analysis is executed on the 1000 paths ofμ(t). With the results obtained by each path, the basic statistics (mean, median, mode) forâ k andφ k are calculated after the estimates have been ordered, as shown in Table 4 . The results indicate that the mean and the median give a good estimate of the amplitude and phase parameters, since the estimates of a k and φ k for 1000 simulations are close to the real values with the that was simulated µ(t). Thus, the median exhibits the best estimators for a k in contrast to the mean, situation that can not be guaranteed with φ k . Results obtained for 1000 simulations with 4000 observations for path, with a sinusoidal sum of 10 cosines. The parameters base were chosen randomly, with a k for a range between 0.006 and 0.22, the k indicator was randomly chosen between 0 and 20 and the phase angle φ k was chosen randomly between -2.9 and 2.9. For each path the results are sorted from lowest to highest with reference to k.
With respect to the estimation and re-estimation of µ(t) the results indicate that botĥ µ(t) andμ(t) are good approximations to µ(t) as shown in the Figure 3 where all the paths of estimation and re-estimation are presented, as well as the dynamics of µ(t), note that the paths ofμ(t) are less scattered compared toμ(t). Once we proceed to take the average for each point in the time of the estimation and re-estimation paths, we observe that the behavior of µ(t),μ(t) andμ(t) do not have greater differences as show in Figure  4 . Note that the average estimate ofμ(t) andμ(t) are very close to original µ(t), however, in practice there is only one single path composed by discrete observations from which must be extracted all possible information. Hence the importance of having a better approximation. Table 1 . The first sub-figure shows the dynamics of µ(t), the sub-second figure the dynamics for the 1000 paths ofμ(t), and the third sub-figure the dynamics of the 1000 paths ofμ(t).
The table 5 shows the RMS for a random path ofμ(t) andμ(t) with respect to µ(t) (RMS 1), and the average RMS for each time point of the paths ofμ(t) andμ(t) with respect to µ(t) (RMS 2). The results indicate that the RMS error in both cases exhibits a better performance for the re-estimation in contrast with the estimation, in particular in RMS 1 the error in the re-estimation is less than 50% of the error present in the RMS 1 is calculated from a randomly chosen path forμ(t) andμ(t) with respect to µ(t), while RMS 2 is calculated from the average of all trajectories for each point in time forμ(t) andμ(t) with respect to µ(t).
In this way, the previous estimation executed by maximum likelihood provides an accurate estimate of the parameters, where the estimators are consistent, asymptotically unbiased and of minimum variance. Thus, Table 6 exhibits the estimation of α and σ in their first and second estimation phase for different ∆t, the results suggest that with ∆t smaller and with increasing time periods the average estimates tend to be closer to the real values, also standard deviation is reduced significantly especially for α.
Additionally the Fourier analysis allows to obtain an efficient representation of the mean reversion level from a sample of discrete data, with amplitude parameters and phase angles close to the base parameters from which the mean reversion level was simulated.
It is important to note that results statistically similar to those found previously are obtained for γ = 1 and γ = 1 2 as shown in appendix A.2 and A.3 respectively. The results are obtained from 1000 simulations with a total of 4000 observations for each ∆t. Thus, ∆t 10 = 
Conclusions and Comments
This paper shows how starting from the discrete observations of a path of a stochastic process with periodic functional tendency, is possible to find the extern's parameters that define the dynamics of this process and the the internal parameters of periodic functional tendency, for later, to generate projections of such process.
In this sense, two phases of estimation are defined, in the first one we obtain estimates of the external parameters that define the process from closed formulas found from the discretized maximum likelihood function, thus, in the second phase, a re-estimation of parameters is executed considering the analysis of Fourier and the method established in the first phase. The results indicate that the proposed estimation method gives estimated parameters close to the real parameters of a mean reversion stochastic process with periodic functional tendency.
This proposed estimation technique has the advantage of providing closed formulas that only depend on the discrete sampled historical data, where the computation time is negligible and its implementation in terms of programming is easy, additionally can be used and implemented in Fourier series with different periods.
A Appendices

A.1 Existence and uniqueness
To guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the equation (3) when γ = 0 and γ = 1, it will be verified that the Lipschitz and linear growth conditions are satisfied for the One-dimensional case, with t ∈ {0, T }, see [24] for more details.
For γ = 0,
On the other hand, 
This is,
Let C * = α n k=0 a k + σ; of (11) and (13) we get:
Finally the linear growth and Lipschitz conditions are respectively guaranteed as follows, |α(µ(t) − x)| + |σ| ≤ C 1 (1 + |x|) where C 1 = αC * On the other hand,
; ǫ i = 1, 2, 3.... In this way the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the stochastic differential equation of additive noise is guaranteed.
From the equation (12) 
Finally the linear growth and Lipschitz conditions are respectively guaranteed as follows,
On the other hand, , additionally α = 30 and σ = 0.2. Phase 1 and 2 estimation are done as described in the estimation method where µ is simulated with the phase angles (φ k ), amplitude parameters (a k ) and indicators (k) defined in Table 1 , and the estimation of m(t) is done with the Hodrick-Prescott filter with a smoothing parameter λ = 400000. 2 n whereμ(t) 6 is the average for each point in time of the paths of µ(t) with 6 cosines in the sinusoidal sum.
RMS Estimates
0.001909 0.001749 RMS 1 is calculated from a randomly chosen path forμ(t) andμ(t) with respect to µ(t), while RMS 2 is calculated from the average of all paths for each point in time forμ(t) and µ(t) with respect to µ(t).
Estimate Internal Parameters γ = 1
Statistic
Parameters Base Estimation Results obtained for 1000 simulations with 4000 observations for path, with a sinusoidal sum of 10 cosines. The parameters base were chosen randomly, with a k for a range between 0.006 and 0.22, the k indicator was randomly chosen between 0 and 20 and the phase angle φ k was chosen randomly between -2.9 and 2.9. For each path the results are sorted from lowest to highest with reference to k.
A.3 Estimates for
The estimates with γ = , additionally α = 23 and σ = 0.6. Phase 1 and 2 estimation are done as described in the estimation method where µ is simulated with the phase angles (φ k ), amplitude parameters (a k ) and indicators (k) defined in Table 1 , and the estimation of m(t) is done with the Hodrick-Prescott filter with a smoothing parameter λ = 400000.
Estimation External Parameters γ = 1000 paths ofμ(t) are calculated with Fourier analysis by each sinusoidal sum with cosines 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13. Then, the RMS ofμ(t) with L sinusoidal sums, with respect toμ(t) with L-1 sinusoidal sums is calculated, thus, the RMS of L-sum 7 is calculated as (μ(t)6−μ(t)7)
RMS Estimates γ = 1 2
Statisticμ(t)μ(t) RMS 1 0.0165092 0.0075371 RMS 2 0.0022999 0.0022304 RMS 1 is calculated from a randomly chosen path forμ(t) andμ(t) with respect to µ(t), while RMS 2 is calculated from the average of all paths for each point in time forμ(t) and µ(t) with respect to µ(t).
Estimate Internal Parameters γ = Results obtained for 1000 simulations with 4000 observations for path, with a sinusoidal sum of 10 cosines. The parameters base were chosen randomly, with a k for a range between 0.006 and 0.22, the k indicator was randomly chosen between 0 and 20 and the phase angle φ k was chosen randomly between -2.9 and 2.9. For each path the results are sorted from lowest to highest with reference to k.
